Knowledge Unit III

 Playfair’s timeline

Gantt`s chart 

Knowledge Unit III

Google Trends

Knowledge Unit III

Key
remarks

Knowledge Unit III: Temporal Visualization
1) Big data-based temporal datasets can be “big” in different
aspects: by covering a huge timespan, with coarse granularity
(data collected in an interval of some years, by second) or large
amount of data being collected once. Both cases could be
challenging for newcomers.
2) Students should be aware that not every temporal
representation should reduce to a timeline. Alternative timeoriented visualization methods should be explored at this point.

Knowledge Unit IV
Knowledge Unit IV: Geographical (Spatial) Visualization

Topics

Map-based data and information
Map types: reference maps, topographic maps, thematic
maps
Geo-related terminology: geocodes, geographic coordinates
set, geodesic, great circle, gazetteers.
Chorophlets, proportional maps, isopleths, geo-heatmaps.
Cartograms: regular, non-contiguous, Dorlin’s and Demers’.
Multi-variable geo-based visualization (e. g., space-time
maps)

Hands-on
activities

Activities using some widely-used application, like Google
Maps or Open Street Maps can be conducted in classroom

Students
outcomes

Students should be encouraged to produce at least some
chorophlet representation, while a cartogram is advisable.
Depending on the public, some multidimensional geo-based
representation could also be developed.

Knowledge Unit IV
Chorophlet showing population
density per country in Central
America

Knowledge Unit IV
Knowledge Unit IV: Geographical (Spatial)
Visualization
1) The multidimensionality aspect has
to be made clear to students in this
knowledge unit. Discussions about
when to use absolute or proportional
data in spatial-based representation
should be carried on.
2) Cartogram interpretation is not
Key
always straightforward. Some effort
remarks has to be applied in this topic to avoid
misunderstanding of the algorithms’
outcomes.
3) For advanced students, more
complex details about map-oriented
data formats (like shapefiles, GeoJSON
or TopoJSON), like specific algorithms
for cartograms should also be covered

Brazils’ hired vs. fired
rate in 2019 (Cartogram)

Knowledge Unit V
Topics
Hands-on
activities
Students
outcomes

Knowledge Unit V: Text Visualization
Text Mining concepts: corpus, corpora, pre-processing,
tokenization, stemming, stop word, lexemes, n-grams
Word clouds and semantic word clouds
A word cloud could be proposed for students using some
popular services available on Internet. Another hands-on with
Google n-grams tool (or similar) could be also proposed.
Students should be able to prepare at least a word cloud using
some programming language or API. If this word cloud is based
in some corpus or corpora, questions about corpus
organization and information retrieval should arise at this
point. The corpora could be somewhat related to the research
area or interest of each student.

Visualization of a SOM
(Self-Organized Map)
applied over a corpus
with comments about
“Avenger’s Ultimate”.
The figure depicts the
groups with words that
have some similarity
among them, according
to SOM.

A word cloud (with words in Brazilian Portuguese) built over a
corpus related to Brazilian stock market. From the same
corpus, the student generated a lexical dispersion plot.

Knowledge Unit V
Knowledge Unit V: Text Visualization

Key
remarks

1) It must be firmly pointed out that text visualization
techniques are not limited to word clouds – some fundamental
chart representation, like bar charts and histograms, should be
also considered.
2) Corpus / corpora availability will strongly depend on the
knowledge field being searched. Whilst some fields have plenty
of well-organized, freely available corpora, others fields could be
really challenging to obtain datasets for text visualization.
3) Text mining is often deeply associated to Big Data applications.
However, the processing of huge corpora will require students to
have some software development skills not assured to all.

Knowledge Unit VI
Knowledge Unit VI: Hierarchical Visualization

Topics

Hands-on
activities
Students
outcomes

Basic concepts on hierarchical information
Dimensions of information in hierarchical visualization
Node-link trees
Treemaps and their variations (Voronoi treemaps, circular
treemaps
Sunbursts
Cone and disc trees
Icicles
Dendrograms
Hyperbolic trees
Phylogenetic trees
Plenty of hands-on activities could be carried on in this stage.
Mindmaps could be proposed for students, using popular online
tools.
Students must be able to prepare some treemaps and/or
sunbursts using some dataset related to their interest areas.
Some online tree visualization catalog could be helpful.

Knowledge Unit VI
 Regular treemap
depicting the population
distribution among
Brazilian states

Circular treemap, showing
the most negotiated stock
markets’ papers in Brazil,
organized by business types

A sunburst over the same
dataset 

Knowledge Unit VI
Knowledge Unit VI: Hierarchical Visualization
Key
remarks

1) All major programming languages have libraries and/or APIs for
helping to prepare any of the hierarchical visualization techniques.
2) A special attention must be taken when dealing with multidimensional
data – treemaps and sunbursts require quantitative data.

Knowledge Unit VII
Knowledge Unit VII: Graphs and networks Visualization

Topics

Hands-on
activities

Students
outcomes

Fundamental concepts on graphs and networks: nodes/
vertices, edges/arcs, digraphs, weights, degrees, n-partite
graphs.
Graph representations: adjacency and incidence matrixes.
Basic operations on graphs: node selecting, path and
circuits’ basic algorithms, graph k-coloring.
Node-link representation and force-directed visualization.
Chord and Sankey diagrams
Many hands-on activities are advisable to be carried on at
this stage. Experimentation with basic graph representations
and algorithms, besides chord diagrams, using online
services is recommended. Some simulations showing forcedirected graph representations could also be helpful. Some
experimentation with classical but deprecated tools like
Pajek could be performed, especially considering its support
to big networks and SNA-specific functionalities.
Students should be aware of basic chord diagrams and
Sankey diagrams, and how to produce them. Force-directed
graphs could also be required.

Knowledge Unit VII

 chord diagram showing the
coauthorship network of scientists
working on Network theory and
experiments (where frequency of
coauthorship is highlighted)

Knowledge Unit VII
 Force-directed graph
depicting coauthorship
network of scientists
working on Network
theory and experiments.

In this case, specific
collaboration networks are
more easily noted

Knowledge Unit VII
Knowledge Unit VII: Graphs and networks Visualization

Key
remark
s

1) Graph-based representations are very sensible to the
nature of data. Students should be aware about the
visualizations more adequate to each type of graph.
While n-partite digraphs with weighted edges are best
represented by Sankey diagrams, chord diagrams are
more suitable to regular weighted digraphs. Nondirected, non-weighted graphs could be better
represented by force-directed representations.
2) Not all students will have the same background on
Graph Theory. It could be necessary to analyze each
offer of this course to adjust the level of pedagogical
approach.

Knowledge Unit VIII
Knowledge Unit VIII: Knowledge representation and visualization
Fundamentals on knowledge representation: frames, semantic
networks, faceted knowledge.
Types of semantic networks: denotative, assertive,
implicational, learning, executable and hybrid
Topics
Visual representation for knowledge: concept maps,
conceptual lattices, Petri nets, Bayesian networks, existential
graphs
Ontologies
Hands-on activities for students can be held at classroom, like
Hands-on programming simple semantic networks in Prolog or
elaborating concept maps in online services. Some online
activities applications for conceptual lattices and Petri networks could
also be applied at this point.
Students It is expected that students are able to propose a small, autocontained domain ontology for their research fields or
outcomes interests, and prepare some graph-based visualization of it.

Knowledge Unit VIII

Knowledge Unit VIII
Knowledge Unit VIII: Knowledge representation and visualization
1) Depending on students’ background, some technical aspects
around ontology will have to be deepened, from technical
specifications (OWL, RDF) to conceptual issues related to
Categories’ Theory.
Key
2) Some semantic aspects could be difficult for some audiences,
remarks especially undergraduate students. The level of complexity at this
point should be cautiously planned.
3) Rather than proposing a new or modified ontology for some
domain, students’ outcomes could be limited to propose a
visualization for some already existent ontology.

Final considerations
• Data, Information and Knowledge representation and
visualization is currently under an important movement of
revision and evolution, mainly referred to the new
challenges brought by Big Data applications.
• CS-related courses should embrace challenges and invest
some efforts in students’ formation to properly deal with Big
Data applications and their adequate visualization.
• Future works: quantitative and qualitative evaluation of this
syllabus for continuous improvement, as well as the
publication of auxiliary content and libraries that could help
this course to be delivered to less experienced audiences or
even audiences with low or even zero programming skills.
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